line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

1

Aggiorna il contatore sulla funzione di
3 condivisione social su un sito web
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
This cookie is associated with the
DoubleClick for Publishers service from
Google. Its purpose is to do with the
showing of adverts on the site, for which
the owner may earn some revenue. The
main purpose of this cookie is:
5 Targeting/Advertising
Cookie commonly associated with the
AddThis social sharing service. Placed
when pages contain the AddThis widget,
which can track users across domains.
The main purpose of this cookie is:
Targeting/Advertising

1

1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.

3 anni Chartbeat

1

1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.

1

Persistent Chartbeat

3

1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.

1

1

Persistent Chartbeat

3

1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

Persistent Chartbeat

3

1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.

10 _chartbeat4_expires

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

Persistent Chartbeat

3

1

11 _ga

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

2 anni Google Analytics

1

1

12 _gat

agendadigitale.eu

1

2

Google Analytics

1

1

13 _js_datr
14 ACCOUNT_CHOOSER
15 APISID

.facebook.com
accounts.google.com
.google.com

2
2
2

1
1
1

16 bcookie
17 bscookie

linkedin.com
linkedin.com

2
2

1
1

2 anni Linkedin
2 anni Linkedin

1
1

1
2

18 bt

addthis.com

2

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

1 __atuvc

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

2 __atuvs

agendadigitale.eu

1

2

Addthis

1

1

3 __gads

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

1

1

4 _atshc

www.agendadigitale.eu

1

2

5 _cb_ls

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

29 giorni Chartbeat

6 _chartbeat2

agendadigitale.eu

1

1

7 _chartbeat2

agendadigitale.eu

1

8 _chartbeat2_expires

agendadigitale.eu

9 _chartbeat4

2 anni Doubleclick Google Service

Addthis

8289 Facebook
725 Google
725 Google

2
2
1

This cookie is set on websites using real
5 time analytics software by Chartbeat.
Usato da Google per distinguere utenti
3 unici
This cookie name is associated with
Google Universal Analytics, according to
documentation it is used to throttle the
request rate - limiting the collection of
data on high traffic sites. It expires after
10 minutes. The main purpose of this
5 cookie is: Performance
These cookies, provided by Facebook,
are set when a visitor is logged in to or
otherwise using their service. This
allows a user to easily comment or
share an article with their peers through
the social network.
Google Privacy Policy
Google Privacy Policy
Usato da Linkedin per monitorare l'uso
3 dei propri servizi
5 Linkedin Privacy Policy
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

19 bt2

addthis.com

2

1

20 di2

addthis.com

2

21 dt
22 GAPS

addthis.com
accounts.google.com

2
2

23 guest_id
24 HSID

.twitter.com
.google.com

25 id

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

255 giorni Addthis

1

1

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

1
1

29 giorni Addthis
730 Google

1

1
2

2
2

1
1

725 Twitter
730 Google

doubleclick.net

2

1

26 lang

.linkedin.com

2

2

Linkedin

27 lidc

linkedin.com

2

2

Linkedin

28 loc

addthis.com

2

1

29 locale
30 LSID
31 LSOSID

.facebook.com
accounts.google.com
accounts.google.com

2
2
2

1
1
1

32 NID
33 NID
34 OTZ

google.com
.google.com
apis.google.com

2
2
2

1
1
1

35 PHPSESSID

agendadigitale.eu

1

2

36 PREF
37 PREF

youtube.com
.google.com

2
2

1
1

38 reg_ext_ref

.facebook.com

2

2

Facebook

2

39 reg_fb_gate

.facebook.com

2

2

Facebook

1

40 reg_fb_ref

.facebook.com

2

2

Facebook

1

41 RT

.linkedin.com

2

2

Linkedin

1

2 anni Doubleclick Google Service

2 anni Addthic

1
1

1

6 mesi Google
180 Google
30 Google

8 mesi Youtube
725 Google

1

1

1

1

1

1

7 Facebook
730 Google
725 Google

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

1
2
2

1

3
1
2

1

1

1

1
1

eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
Cookie di manutenzione che aiuta a
2 gestire la scadenza di altri cookie
Google Privacy Policy
Used by Twitter for tracking users before
and after signing up
Google Privacy Policy
Usato da Google per monitorare gli
utenti tra siti web, allo scopo di
registrare le interazioni dell'utente e
4 individuare le pubblicit￠
Cookie from the social network Linkedin,
installed to help share content.
Impostato da Linkedin per consentire a
un visitatore di condividere contenuti da
3 un sito web su Linkedin
Geolocalizzazione, usata per aiutare gli
inserzionisti a conoscere la location
approssimativa di coloro che
3 condividono informazioni (livello Stato)
These cookies, provided by Facebook,
are set when a visitor is logged in to or
otherwise using their service. This
allows a user to easily comment or
share an article with their peers through
the social network.
Google Privacy Policy
Google Privacy Policy
Cookie di monitoraggio impostato da
Google per proteggere gli utenti contro
3 noti siti intrusivi
Google Privacy Policy
Google Privacy Policy
Mantiene lo stato dell'utente tra le
1 richieste di pagina
Memorizza le preferenze dell'utente
2 usando YouTube
Google Privacy Policy
These cookies, provided by Facebook,
are set when a visitor is logged in to or
otherwise using their service. This
allows a user to easily comment or
share an article with their peers through
the social network.
These cookies, provided by Facebook,
are set when a visitor is logged in to or
otherwise using their service. This
allows a user to easily comment or
share an article with their peers through
the social network.
These cookies, provided by Facebook,
are set when a visitor is logged in to or
otherwise using their service. This
allows a user to easily comment or
share an article with their peers through
the social network.
Cookie from the social network Linkedin,
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installed to help share content.

line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Detailed description of purpose

42 S
43 SAPISID
44 SEUNCY
45 SID

docs.google.com
.google.com
semasio.net
.google.com

2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1

46 ssc

.addthis.com

2

1

730 Addthis

47 ssh

.addthis.com

2

1

730 Addthis

48 sshs
49 SSID

.addthis.com
.google.com

2
2

1
1

730 Addthis
725 Google

50 test_cookie

doubleclick.net

2

2

51 uid

addthis.com

2

1

2 anni Addthis

1

52 UID

scorecardresearch.com

2

1

2 anni sharethis additional cookie

1

53 UIDR

scorecardresearch.com

2

1

2 anni sharethis additional cookie

1

Enter:
eg.
-1 for Session & Security management, - personnalisation of website contents
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
based on the user's anonymous
langage, country, accessibility
clickstream
settings...)
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
customer profile or sales history
display the page content based on user - or personnalisation based on the user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel Facebook activity ...(these 3
of my google webmail interface)
personnalisation purposes may have
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used different privacy impacts)
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other
2
5 Google Privacy Policy
2
Google Privacy Policy
3
5 Semasio Privacy Policy
1
Google Privacy Policy
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
1
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
1
service.
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
1
service.
2
Google Privacy Policy
This cookie is associated with the
DoubleClick for Publishers service from
Google. Its purpose is to do with the
showing of adverts on the site, for which
the owner may earn some revenue. The
main purpose of this cookie is:
1
5 Targeting/Advertising
ID utente unico che riconosce l'utente
1
2 che ritorna
ID utente unico che riconosce l'utente
1
2 che ritorna
Additional cookies created by ShareThis
- used by ShareThis to analyse how
large their audience is. You can
unsubscribe from these cookies at
1
5 http://sharethis.com/privacy

54 uit

addthis.com

2

2

Addthis

1

1

55 um

addthis.com

2

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

56 uvc

addthis.com

2

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

57 vc

addthis.com

2

1

2 anni Addthis

1

1

Google
725 Google
180 giorni Semasio
730 Google

Doubleclick Google Service

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

1
1

1

2 Registra l'attivit� sociale su un sito web
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
Aggiorna il contatore sulla funzione di
2 condivisione social su un sito web
This cookie is associated with the
AddThis social sharing widget which is
commonly embedded in websites to
enable visitors to share content with a
range of networking and sharing
platforms. This is believed to be a new
cookie from AddThis which is not yet
documented, but has been categorised
on the assumption it serves a similar
purpose to other cookies set by the
5 service.
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line #id

Cookie technical name

(unique
identifier of
the
spreadsheet
line)

Cookie domain name

Cookie Type

If Persistent cookie,
mention lifespan (#days)

Cookie Lifetime

Cookie content description

Eg."google.com" for a Google Analytics Enter:
Enter :
tracking cookie
- 1 for a 1st party cookie (cookie
- 1 for Persistent cookie
domain name same as application
- 2 for Session cookie
domain name)
- 2 for a 3rd party cookie (cookie
domain name is different than
application domain name, eg. Google
Analytics, ou Adserver)

Cookie technology

Cookie Technical format

Enter:
- 1 for http cookie
- 2 for Flash Cookie
- 3 for HTML5/DOM cookie

Cookie content description

Enter:
-1 for Standard Cookie
-2 for Secure Cookie
-3 for http Only cookie
-4 for Super cookie
-5 for Zombie Cookie

Detailed description of purpose

Enter:
-1 for Session & Security management,
-2 for User settings recovery (eg.
langage, country, accessibility
settings...)
-3 for Experience Personalisation :
display the page content based on user
choices and settings (eg. look and feel
of my google webmail interface)
-4 for Anonymous Web analytics : used
to identify global traffic and usage of the
website (eg. total traffic, most viewed
pages...)
-5 for other

eg.
- personnalisation of website contents
based on the user's anonymous
clickstream
- or personnalisation based on the CSP
customer profile or sales history
- or personnalisation based on the user
Facebook activity ...(these 3
personnalisation purposes may have
different privacy impacts)

58 VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

youtube.com

2

1

8 mesi Youtube

1

3

Cerca di stimare la larghezza di banda
degli utenti su pagine con video
2 YouTube incorporato

59 YSC
60 yt-remote-connected-devices
61 yt-remote-device-id
62 yt-remote-online-screens

youtube.com
youtube.com
youtube.com
youtube.com

2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1

Youtube
Persistent Youtube
Persistent Youtube
Persistent Youtube

1
3
3
3

3
1
1
1

Usato da YouTube per monitorare le
preferenze dell'utente quando visualizza
3 un video YouTube incorporato
5 Google Privacy Policy
5 Google Privacy Policy
5 Google Privacy Policy
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